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Canopia is in danger! The lizard wizard Glykon has stolen the world’s essence to augment his powers and reshape the land at his
will. If he captures and devours all four 5d3b920ae0
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Game is freaken Brutal, right up there with They bleed pixels and Super meat boy Deffently a throw back to the nes/GB games.
Controls are easy, audio is 8-bit style. and the price is deffently right 1 Hour of gameplay roughly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5PJpItDLiU. Game is freaken Brutal, right up there with They bleed pixels and Super meat
boy Deffently a throw back to the nes/GB games. Controls are easy, audio is 8-bit style. and the price is deffently right 1 Hour
of gameplay roughly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5PJpItDLiU. TL;DR If you're into the aesthetics and challenging
platforming with some metroidvania-light exploration elements, then this game is easily worth your time and money. Updated
Review: After coming back to beat this game after a break, I've come to the opinion that Juno is much better designed than it
needs to be - easily superior to most of the other recent "NES" clones which don't have solid gameplay to back up their retro
look. If you quit playing Juno after a few hours, let me encourage you with my experience that the game is much deeper than it
first appears and ends quite strongly. Original review: Has some metroidvania elements in that you unlock new areas by
acquiring new items and thorougly exploring already visited levels. It can be much more difficult than the early levels suggest,
and a few parts have been quite frustating with slippery feeling controls. But overall the platforming has felt solid and fair, and
at this point I think the fun outweighs the frustation to the point where I will try to complete the game. Music is also solid.. This
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game is pretty fun, but it is very difficult for me (not that that's a bad thing).. TL;DR If you're into the aesthetics and
challenging platforming with some metroidvania-light exploration elements, then this game is easily worth your time and
money. Updated Review: After coming back to beat this game after a break, I've come to the opinion that Juno is much better
designed than it needs to be - easily superior to most of the other recent "NES" clones which don't have solid gameplay to back
up their retro look. If you quit playing Juno after a few hours, let me encourage you with my experience that the game is much
deeper than it first appears and ends quite strongly. Original review: Has some metroidvania elements in that you unlock new
areas by acquiring new items and thorougly exploring already visited levels. It can be much more difficult than the early levels
suggest, and a few parts have been quite frustating with slippery feeling controls. But overall the platforming has felt solid and
fair, and at this point I think the fun outweighs the frustation to the point where I will try to complete the game. Music is also
solid.. This game is pretty fun, but it is very difficult for me (not that that's a bad thing).
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